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ABSTRACT

Within the last few decades a number of new signal
processing tools has appeared. These have mainly been
compared using constructed signals, signals designed
to show the advantage of a new method over already
existing methods. In this paper we evaluate the methods
Basis Pursuit, Minimum Fuel Neural Networks, Matching
Pursuit, Best Orthogonal Basis, Alternating Projections
and Methods of Frames on “real” signals. The methods
are applied on a number of excerpts sampled from a small
collection of music, and their ability to expres music signals
in a sparse manner is evaluated. The sparseness is measured
by a number of sparseness measures and results are shown
on the ℓ1 norm of the coefficients, using a dictionary
containing a Dirac basis, a Discrete Cosine Transform,
and a Wavelet Packet. Evaluated only on the sparseness
Matching Pursuit is the best method, and it is also relatively
fast.

1. INTRODUCTION

The results presented here are obtained as part of a research
project on Automatic Classification of music. The idea is
that by finding a sparse representation of music signals,
i.e. a representation containing only a few significant ele-
ments, good features, that capture the nature of each par-
ticular piece of music, can be found. Many different meth-
ods for feature extraction from music or other sound sig-
nals exists, e.g. [1], [2] and [3]. In most of these methods
representations are found by using the Fourier or Wavelet
transforms, and by various kinds of filtering. Classification
rates lie between 60% for categorizing into 10 categories
to about 90% for classifying into 2-3 classes, but the tests
are performed on samples of very different size and content,
and cannot be compared directly.

The vectors corresponding to a Fourier (or Wavelet)
transform have similar structure; the idee is that by repre-
senting a music signal in a redundant set of vectors, where

the vectors have different structure, a more compact repre-
sentation can be achieved, since music contains events of
both short and long duration.

The music signals are considered to be elements inR
n.

A dictionary forRn is a set of vectors that spanRn and the
vectors in a dictionary are called atom. Note that there is
no requirement on the size of the set, the smallest possible
dictionary contain exactlyn elements and is a basis ofR

n.
A representation of a signalb in a dictionaryD, with m
elements, is a vectorx ∈ R

m, satisfying,

Ax = b, (1)

whereA is ann × m matrix having the vectors inD as its
columns. The vectorx contains the coefficients of the rep-
resentation. WhenD contain more then elements, this rep-
resentation is not unique. This on one hand leads to added
flexibility in choice of representation, on the other leads to
more complexity in finding the representations.

2. METHODS

The results presented here are part of the results of a large
test setup designed to evaluate signal representation meth-
ods, dictionaries and optimal signal length for sparse repre-
sentation of music. Presenting all the results are to extensive
for just one paper, but to justify the results the hole setup is
described.

Some of the minimization methods are very time con-
suming, so only a limited number of songs and dictionar-
ies are considered. Since storing all the representations
found for all the excerpts requires too much storage capac-
ity, a number of sparseness measures are used to evaluate
the minimization methods. The rest of this section is a de-
scription of the setup, which minimization methods are ap-
plied, which dictionaries and sparseness measures and how
the music is sampled.



2.1. Minimization Methods

Six different minimization methods for finding representa-
tions as in (1) are applied. Basis Pursuit [4], BP is an op-
timization method, which through interior point linear pro-
gramming seeks the solutionx to equation (1) having the
smallestℓ1 norm.

Minimum Fuel Neural Networks [5, 6], MFNN also seek
the solution with the smallestℓ1 norm, here the problem is
rewritten into two coupled non-linear differential equations
for iterating the solution.

Matching Pursuit [7], MP makes a full decomposition (an
analysis) of the signal in the dictionary, in other word finds
the inner products between the signal and the atoms, the
atom corresponding to the highest inner product is chosen,
and the signal is replaced by the original signal subtracted
the projection of the signal in the direction of the chosen
atom. The procedure is continued, using the new signal,
until the residual contains less than 1% of the energy of the
original signal.

Using Alternating Projections, AP the signal is decom-
posed in one of the bases of the dictionary (see sec. 2.2) a
number of the atoms corresponding the highest inner prod-
ucts are chosen, the signal is replaced by the original signal
subtracted the projections in the direction of these atoms.
The procedure is continued going through all the bases until
only a certain fraction of the energy is left in the signal.

Best Orthogonal Basis [8], BOB chooses the basis among
all the bases in the dictionary corresponding to the coeffi-
cient vector having the smallestℓ1 norm (other minimiza-
tion measures can be used). This method applies only to CP
and WP Dictionaries (see sec. 2.2).

Method of Frames [9], MOF also known as the Moore
Penrose Inverse or the generalized inverse, finds the repre-
sentation corresponding to the coefficient vector with the
smallest energy, i.e. having the smallestℓ2 norm.

All the representations are found using already existing
Matlab functions (for references see [4] and [5]), which
have been adjusted to this test setup.

2.2. Dictionaries

The dictionaries applied are concatenated of one, two
or three of the following subdictionaries: Discrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT) over sampled by a factor two, the
Krönecher basis (or Dirac basis, DIRAC), a Wavelet Packet
(WP) generated using the coiflet wavelet with filter length
12 (the choice is made based on the considerations in [10]),
and a cosine packet (CP) containing locally trigonometric
cosine functions generated with a “sine bell”. The way
the subdictionaries are built, they contain a lot of orthonor-
mal bases, which are essential for some of the minimization
methods.

Five different dictionaries are applied 1:{DCT, DIRAC},
2: {DCT, WP, DIRAC}, 3: {WP}, 4: {CP} and 5:{WP, CP,
DIRAC}.

The four subdictionaries are supposed to describe differ-
ent elements in a music signal, noise cannot be compressed,
so the DIRAC basis is believed to describe the random noise
in the signal. The DCT describes frequencies over the whole
time interval, while the CP describes frequencies over local
dyadic intervals of the signal. The WP is good at describ-
ing both rapid changes (short duration events) in the signal,
which appears at e.g. a note onset, and long duration events.
These assumptions are supported by the results in [11].

2.3. Music

The music samples considered originates from five differ-
ent pieces of music. This is a very small part of the class of
music signals, but the limitation is made due to time con-
siderations, and the purpose of these preliminary tests is to
choose the methods and dictionaries to focus on. The five
music pieces are chosen from very different music genres,
so it is possible to compare the different music pieces, and
at least get an idea of whether it is possible to distinguish
different classes of music by measuring the sparseness in
different representations. The five music pieces are listedin
table 1.

Table 1. The five pieces of music applied in the test.
Performer/composer Title
Jean Michel Jarre The Chronologie - Part 2
Joe Satriani The Extremist (The Extremist)
Unknown Jazz
Brahms Ein Deutches Requiem - Part 2
Cher The Power (Believe)

2.4. Length of music excerpts

Ten different excerpt lengths are applied,27, 28, . . . , 216.
The sampling rate is 44,1 kHz. For each length succes-
sive excerpts are sampled from the beginning of each song,
there is no overlap between the excerpts of the same length.
Between 20 and 160 excerpts are sampled of each length,
most for short lengths. One excerpt cover between 2.9 ms
and 1.49 sec, and the longest interval covered by successive
excerpts is about 30 sec.

2.5. Sparseness Measures

A good measure of how sparse a representation is, is the
ℓ0 norm, since it counts the number of coefficients different
from 0. But for most of the methods this is eithern or n
times the redundancy of the dictionary due to the nature of
the methods. Therefore a number of other sparseness mea−
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Fig. 1. Theℓ1 norm of the representations found for Chers Believe for five different excerpt lengths, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384
and 65536, versus the excerpt no.



sures are appliedℓ0.5,ℓ0.6,ℓ0.7,ℓ0.8,ℓ0.9,ℓ1, Shannon
Entropy, Coifman-Wickerhauser entropy, Kurtosis,∑

i
log(1 + x2

i
),

∑
i
tanh(|xi − median(xi)|), ℓ2, ℓ1/ℓ2.

The measures have been used within different areas of
mathematics, but are all measures of the “concentration” of
the energy in the coefficients.

3. RESULTS

The sparseness measures calculated for all the representa-
tions are stored in a six dimensional6×160×10×15×5×5
array ([Method]× [excerpt no.] × [length no.] × [time,
sparseness measure]× [Dictionary]× [music no.]).

A small part of the results are presented in Figure 1. Here
the ℓ1 norm of the representations found for the normed
excerpts of length 256, 1024, 4096, 16384 and 65536, us-
ing dictionary no. 2 (DCT,WP,DIRAC). The excerpts cover
0.93, 1.86, 7.43, 7.43 and 29.7 seconds respectively, of the
song “Believe” by Cher. All the results are very similar, so
the relative placement of the data in Figure 1 do not change
much if it was a different song or a different dictionary.
Most of the sparseness measures give a similar picture, but
some seems to favor methods like MP and AP giving a rel-
ative small part of coefficients different from 0.

For all length MOF gives the highestℓ1 norm, and except
for the ℓ2 norm this performs poorly for most sparseness
measures. For short signals theℓ1 norm of the other four
methods are at the same level, but for longer signal length,
MP has a significantly smallerℓ1 norm. The three methods
AP, MFNN and BP are at the same level with BP a little
better than the others.

4. DISCUSSION

MP is expected to do better than AP, since there is more
flexibility in the choice of atoms, it also takes longer time,
since the analysis of the residual vector has to be performed
more times, but still MP is relatively fast. The two meth-
ods MFNN and BP are both very time consuming and have
about the same level of performance, the relative highℓ1

norm may be caused by the fact, that the methods are op-
timization methods leaving almost all coefficients different
from 0, whereas MP chooses a number of atoms to represent
the signal and the main part of coefficients are 0.

Another aspect in the judgment of the methods is the
resolution. In [4] a number of constructed examples are
shown, where BP performs significantly better than MP in
resolving the signals. BP gives a good resolution of a music
signal, and can separate a song into the beat and the main
body or rhythm of the signal (an example can be found on
http:/www.control.aau.dk/∼oertoft), but whether this is im-
portant when put into the statistical framework, which fea-
ture extraction necessarily has to be, only time will tell.

The computations are performed as distributed computa-
tions on a number of PCs, having very different CPU-power,
so a comparison of the time consummation of the methods
are not possible based on the data, but computations on the
longest signals which takes about half and hour for MP can
take about a day for BP (and MFNN). With the fast devel-
opment in computer power, this may be an obstacle that can
be overcome, and depends at the task at hand. The time
requirements depend on whether the classification is to be
performed in a few seconds, or more time can be allowed.
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